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MD 2008 This is a Victorian 
teacher’s desk it 
stood at the front 
of the classroom. 
The teacher’s desk 
was tall and so 
was the chair they 
sat on. That 
meant they would 
have a good view 
of all the children 
all the time.Sa
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Sometimes the 
teacher’s desk 
would have a 
cupboard at the 
front where books 
were kept.

What mystery 
objects were there 
on the teacher’s 
desk and in the 
classroom?Sa
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This object was quite small.

It was made of wood and 
had tapes to tie.

Can you guess what it 
might be?

Here’s a clue. It was used to punish pupils who 
picked their noses!
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Finger stocksFinger stocksFinger stocksFinger stocks were used to stop 
children fidgeting and playing

with their fingers. 

Children were supposed to
sit quietly at their desks and 
not to pick their noses, fiddle
with the things on their desk 
or wriggle in their seats.

The children had to put their fingers through the 
holes and then their hands were tied behind their 
backs.
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might be holding behind 
behind her back and why she 
is holding it there?
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Children were always being told 
to sit up straight and to walk 
with straight backs. They were 
not allowed to slouch!

Anyone who slouched was 
made to use a back straightnerback straightnerback straightnerback straightner
like the one in the picture. 
It was made of wood and was 
often strapped on and worn for 
the whole day to make the child 
sit up straight.Sa
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It wasn’t very comfortable!Sa
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What do you think this might be?

Can you guess what it was used for?Sa
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This mystery object was made of wood with holes 
for fingers. It was called a Hand Hand Hand Hand ---- NotNotNotNot. In those days 
children were thought to be very bad if they used 
their left hand. Anyone caught using their left hand 
had to wear the Hand-Not which forced them to use 
their right hand.

Are you left handed?
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this was and what it was 
used for?

Can you see how two 
Hand-Nots laced together 
to make it?
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Can you guess what this might be and what it 
was used for?Sa
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This is a clickerclickerclickerclicker. It was used by the teacher 
when the class were reading.

All the children would take turns to read aloud 
from the same page. When the teacher pointed at 
a child and clicked, the child who was reading 
stopped and the child who had been pointed at 
had to begin reading. It stopped the children day 
dreaming!
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What do you think this was?
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It was a children’s desk like this one.

The seat is 
attached to the 
desk. Two children 
would sit together 
side by side. 
Sometimes desks 
might be long 
enough to have 
three or four 
children all sitting 
together.
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What mystery objects would be on the children’s 
desks?

What do you 
think they 
might have had 
on top of their 
desks?
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What do you think these things are 
on the Victorian child’s desk?
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The book is a copy bookcopy bookcopy bookcopy book. They were
called copy books because children

copied out the alphabet or 
lines of writing. They had

to do several
rows of copy
writing to
practice good
handwriting.
Good 
handwriting was
very important.Sa
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The children were 
taught how to do 
copper plate 
writing in their 
copy books.
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The pens you can see are ink pensink pensink pensink pens. They 
were made from wood and had a steel nibsteel nibsteel nibsteel nib.

The children had to keep
dipping their pens into an 

inkwellinkwellinkwellinkwell and often 
the pens made
blots and blobs
of ink on their
copy books.
When that
happened the 
children were
punished.
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There is a large bottle on this desk. It was 
full of liquid ink. The ink would be 

poured into the children’s ink
wells so that they could 

dip their pens. 
There is also a 
piece of paper 
with blue blobs
of ink on it. 
The paper was
blotting paperblotting paperblotting paperblotting paper
used to dry the 
wet ink.
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Children were only allowed to use pen 
and ink when they were good at
writing. The ink was kept in a large
bottle. One child was chosen to be
the ink monitorink monitorink monitorink monitor and their job was to
fill all the inkwells in the desks.

They had to be careful not to 
smudge the ink with their hand or
sleeve when they were 
writing. The teacher would be
very angry if they “blotted their blotted their blotted their blotted their 
copybookcopybookcopybookcopybook.”Sa
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Can you guess what 
this might be?

You might have 
something a little 
bit like it in your 
classroom.
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It’s a slate and pencilslate and pencilslate and pencilslate and pencil.

Paper was quite 
expensive in Victorian 
times so very young 
children would learn 
to write their letters in 
sand trays.
They used their fingers 
or a stick when they 
learned to write letters 
in the sand.Sa
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seven years old, 
Victorian children 
were allowed to use 
a slate to write on.

It was made from a 
piece of quarry slatequarry slatequarry slatequarry slate
and it was put into a 
wooden frame.
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The children used a 
special slate pencilslate pencilslate pencilslate pencil to 
write with.  

When the pencil 
needed sharpening it 
was often rubbed on 
the school wall to 
sharpen it.
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Slates were popular 
because they could be 
wiped clean and used 
again.

What might you have 
at school that is 
similar?

Did you guess that 
it could be small 
whiteboards and 
marker pens?Sa
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Children had to take a 
small piece of cloth or 
sponge to school so 
that it could be made 
damp and used to 
clean their slates. 

To make it wet 
children often used 
their own spit or, if 
they lost their cloth, 
they used their
sleeves!
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In Victorian schools 
children were 
supposed to keep very 
quiet or they would be 
punished.

Slate pencils often 
made a dreadful 
screeching sound as 
they scratched across 
the slate. It must have 
been quite noisy!Sa
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The slots on the 
desks were for 
keeping slates in.

This school had 
cloths on sticks.Sa
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What other mystery objects were in the classroom?
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The teacher would use a blackboard and write on it with chalk.The teacher would use a blackboard and write on it with chalk.The teacher would use a blackboard and write on it with chalk.The teacher would use a blackboard and write on it with chalk.
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The blackboard stood at the front of the classroom.

teacher’s 
desk and 
chair
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What do you think these are?Sa
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This is an abacusabacusabacusabacus. It was used to 
teach children how to count, how to 
add up, take away, divide and 
multiply.

The abacus had a wooden frame and 
coloured beads that would slide.

Children used to learn their times tables by 
chanting them aloud. The whole class would 
chant together but sometimes children were 
made to chant on their own and if they 
forgot or got it wrong, they’d be punished!Sa
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You might still 
have one of these 
at school.

It’s a globe and it 
was used to teach 
geography.
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What do you think  
the stool and the 
white cone were 
used for?
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For poor work, children were made to 
stand to one side of the schoolroom 
wearing a dunce’s capdunce’s capdunce’s capdunce’s cap, which made 
the child feel foolish in front of the 
other children.

It’s a dunce’s capdunce’s capdunce’s capdunce’s cap.
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Children were not always being punished, for 
good work they could earn points or stars and at 
the end of the year the hardest working children 
would receive certificates or a school prize -
usually a book. 

For those children 
who never missed 
school and achieved 
good results a medal 
might have been 
presented.Sa
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